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CASE HISTORY

AFTER

As a designer, I need to create interiors that not only express
my client’s individual style, but have the power to endure
time. When we go through the effort to create original

BEFORE

furniture, custom upholstered pieces and custom hand tied
floor coverings, we have to ensure that damage and fading
from the sun are kept to an absolute minimum. I
recommend Vista® Window Film as an investment for my

We have used Vista® Window Film on a variety of projects:

clients. We recognize that comparative to the cost of

• Residential Homes

replacing furnishings and materials damaged by the sun,

• High Rise Condominiums

the cost of Vista Window Film is a very economical

• Corporate Offices

insurance policy.

• Sunrooms

As a given in current architecture, windows play a large role

In addition to providing a more comfortable environment by

in forming the feeling and style of a home. The increase in

cutting glare and heat, the product has an enormous

wall space given over to windows has created the need to

benefit for clients with art collections. The need to reduce

control the amount and quality of light entering the home.

fading is a given, and we have found the product exemplary

Although a client may want the aesthetic appeal of a wall of

in protecting art pieces where light damage is a concern.

®

windows, they don’t want the accompanying harsh glare
and heat transfer.
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